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IN THE FIRST-TIER TRIBUNAL 
PROPERTY CHAMBER 
LONDON REGION 
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 

 Case: 
LON/00BG/LSC/2021/0287 

   
IN THE MATTER OF SECTIONS 20C 
AND 27A OF THE LANDLORD AND 
TENANT ACT 1985 
 
BETWEEN: 
 

 Applicants’ Skeleton 

VARIOUS LEASEHOLDERS OF ST. DAVID’S SQUARE, LONDON, E14 
 

Applicants / Tenants 
– and – 

 
(1) F.I.T NOMINEE LIMITED 

 
(2) F.I.T NOMINEE 2 LIMITED 

Respondent 
 

 
APPLICANTS’ SKELETON ARGUMENT 

FOR THE HEARING 16 to 20 JANUARY 2023 
 

 

Form of references:  Core Bundle = [CB/], Second Bundle = [SB/], Supplementary 

Authorities = [SA/X], Applicants’ Supplementary = [A/X].   

Scott Schedules: 2018 [CB/77-96], 2019 [CB/97-112], 2020 [CB/113-135] 

Overview and Issues before the Tribunal 

1) The Tribunal is asked to read this skeleton (and R’s) before reading the pleadings and 

witness evidence.   

2) This case concerns a dispute over 16 items of service charges levied between 2018 and 

2020.  Broadly, the Applicants’ case is that these charges are not reasonably incurred 

because they are made for things or services not of a reasonable standard.   

3) The structure of this skeleton is to set out some brief background and then to summarise 

A’s factual and legal case by reference to each of the 16 items in dispute. 

Hearing format 

4) The hearing is listed for 5 days.  The Tribunal will hear evidence from 14 witnesses of 

fact, 5 for A and 9 for R.  Neither side has permission to rely on any expert evidence.  
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The parties’ representatives have agreed in principle that there should be short 

openings, followed by witnesses evidence and cross examination, followed by 

submissions on each of the issues in dispute.   

Documentary Evidence 

5) The Core and Second bundles prepared and filed by R on 30 December 2022 are not 

agreed by A.  One of R’s witness statements and part of the exhibit is also missing from 

R’s bundle.  R refused to include all relevant correspondence on which A wishes to rely 

[SB/322 and 356].  Accompanying this skeleton is A’s supplementary bundle filed 

pursuant to paragraph 14 of the Tribunal’s directions dated 29 November 2021 

[CB/229].  A will make further submissions as necessary, including on the Denton test 

[SA/192-212]. 

The St. David’s Square Estate (the “Estate”) 

6) The Estate was built between approximately 1999 and 2003 by St. George North 

London, a subsidiary of the well-known residential property developer Berkeley Group 

plc.  The Estate consists of 436 flats across nine blocks.  The flats are let at a premium 

on terms of 999 years beginning 25 December 1997.  The Estate also contains 2 retail 

units let at rack rents and 40 freehold houses subject to an estate rentcharge.  The retail 

units and houses pay toward some of the service charge schedules.  The total service 

charge budget between 2018 and 2020 is in the region of £2 million per year [CB/1259-

1293].  Further descriptions of the Estate are set out at [CB/1157-1160] and [CB/3152-

3], with further pictures at [CB/3055-3150]. 

7) A are 101 of the 436 long leaseholders.  Some of A join only in respect of the Section 

20C application.  R consists of 2 companies who hold jointly the legal title to 5 freehold 

reversions [CB/275-315].  The R companies are wholly-owned subsidiaries of the well-

known financial institution NatWest Group plc.  R holds the beneficial interest in the 

Estate on bare trust for the ARC Time Freehold Income Fund (the “Fund”) [A/36-37].  

The Fund reports it owns the beneficial interest in around 55,000 freeholds, which it 

values at £203 million [A/120].  The Fund values its interest in the Estate at £3.5 

million [A/123]. 

8) R takes no role in the management of the Estate [REF].  By agreement dated 25 May 

2016 (the “2016 Agreement”) the Fund retains Freehold Managers plc (“FHM”) as its 

property manager [CB/1863].  FHM discharges “landlord functions” including consents 
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under the lease and arranging the building insurance.  FHM has in turn appointed 

FirstPort Bespoke Property Services Limited (“FirstPort”) as the managing agent for 

the Estate [CB/3384-3393].  FirstPort sets and collects the service charge.   

9) A sample lease of one of the flats, which the parties agree is representative of the terms 

of all 436 leases, is at [CB/42-71].  The lease is in traditional bipartite form.  None of 

the Fund, FHM or FirstPort are parties to the lease.  The diagram at Appendix 1 to this 

skeleton shows the relationship between R, the Fund and FHM.  A hopes the diagram 

will be of assistance to the Tribunal in understanding A’s case on buildings insurance 

commission, summarised at paragraphs (41) to (61) below. 

Relevant law 

10) All of the issues in dispute concern whether charges are reasonably incurred under 

section 19(1)(a) of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 (“LTA 85”) or whether the 

goods or services provided are of a reasonable standard under section 19(1)(b) LTA 85. 

11) The Tribunal will be familiar with the general test of reasonableness under the LTA 

1985 as explained by Waaler v London Borough of Hounslow [CB/330-43 at 339].  

There are two limbs to the test of reasonableness.  The first is that a decision must be 

made according to a rational process.  The second is that the decision must result in a 

reasonable outcome. 

12) This application also calls for contractual interpretation of the lease.  The leading 

authority on that is Arnold v. Britton [CB/666-709].  The Supreme Court’s decision in 

Duval v 11—13 Randolph Crescent Ltd  is also relevant to populating the matrix of fact 

in relation to this lease [CB/711-734]. 

13) Some of the issues involve other legal principles.  A summarises its case in relation to 

other legal principles as they arise below. 

The Countryside Contracts (approximate value in dispute £475,000) 

Scott Schedule Items 2018/1, 4 and 6, 2019/2, 5 and 6 and 2020/4, 8 and 11.  A’s case at 

[CB/396-405] R’s case at [CB/270-1] R’s Reply at [CB/810-12] and A’s Sur-Reply at 

[CB/822-5]. 

14) The Countryside Contracts are for 20 year terms the rental and maintenance of: 

a) The door video intercom and remote release systems (together the “Door 

Entry Systems”); 
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b) T.V. and satellite distribution; 

c) Covered car park gates and barriers; and 

d) Business and Leisure Centre CCTV and alarms. 

15) Aside from the very high prices charged, the most striking feature of the Countryside 

Contracts is that they are still in the name of the original landlord [CB/3186 and 3193].  

R offers no evidence that these contracts have ever been novated to R, or how R is said 

to be bound by their terms.  It appears the true position is that there has been some 

unwritten understanding reached between FirstPort and Countryside on R’s behalf. 

16) The Estate never owns any of the hardware installed.  The Estate is perpetually renting 

the hardware and paying for its maintenance and improvement.  A different panel of 

this Tribunal noted at paragraph 27 of 62 William Court [CB/528] that this is not a 

typical arrangement, even for an Estate of this age. 

17) Only the contracts for the Door Entry Systems and TV Distribution are available 

[CB/3185-98].  R admits that FirstPort cannot find the contracts covering the other 

systems [CB/810].  R’s manager for the Estate – Mr. Williams – also admits that he did 

not have a copy of any of the Countryside Contracts until (apparently) 2021.   

18) As a result of that management failing, R was unaware that the contract was due to 

expire on 6 July 2020.  R therefore took no steps at the end of 2019 to prepare to 

procure replacement systems. 

19) A’s case is that sums charged are not reasonably incurred under section 19(1)(a) LTA 

85 because they are unreasonable in amount and eye-wateringly so.  It is for R to show 

that the costs incurred represent a reasonable outcome for leaseholders (Waaler).   

20) Between 2018 and 2020 Expenditure on the Countryside Contracts formed a large share 

of total expenditure, being 11% in 2018, 10% in 2019 and 10% in 2020, and as follows: 

System 2018 2019 2020 Total1 
Door Entry £152,897.04 £140,310.68 £140,355.67 £433,563.39 
TV £37,659.38 £37,659.53 £40,576.81 £115,895.72 
Gates £12,736.68 £10,175.04 £12,286.56 £35,198.28 
Totals £205,311.10 £190,164.25 £195,239.04 £584,657.39 

 
1 Source: [CB/1177] 
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21) By way of comparison, during late 2021, R estimated the costs of buying a brand-new 

replacement Door Entry System at £268,426 [CB/3314].  As above, the Estate was 

charged £433,563.39 in rental and maintenance over the same period. 

22) At paragraph 42 of her second statement, Ms Miranda-Brown explains how these eye-

watering costs translate to her individual service charge [CB/2311].  In total, between 

2018 and 2020 Ms Miranda Brown paid £1,735.65 for the Door Entry Systems, 

£450.18 for the T.V. distribution system and £174.43 for the covered car park gates and 

barriers, a total of £2,360.26. 

23) During 2021, R obtained alternative quotes for a like-for-like replacement Door Entry 

System.  These quotes are summarised at [CB/3354].  The details are at [CB/3231-

3313].  Remaining with Countryside was – by far – the most expensive option.  The 

most expensive replacement estimated an annual maintenance cost of £21,120 

[CB/3354] compared to the £58,462 rental and maintenance eventually agreed with 

Countryside (even with the 50% discount), a difference of £37,342, or 76%, over the 

next most expensive option.  The difference can only be attributed to the cost of rental. 

24) A has also obtained evidence from Ms Angela Jezard – a resident at neighbouring 

development Canary Riverside [CB/2421-46].  Canary Riverside has a similar BPT 

Door Entry System of similar age to the Estate’s.  The Canary Riverside BPT system 

maintenance costs are 29 times less than those at St. David’s Square [CB/2426].  

25) A has asked Countryside to give details of how the costs charged between 2018 and 

2020 relate to (a) the original cost of installing the hardware and (b) the on-going costs 

of rental and maintenance.  Countryside’s Managing Director claims not to know how 

much the original system cost, or the split between rental and maintenance in any year, 

including the years 2018 to 2020 [CB/1927-8]. 

26) R’s case is vague and badly pleaded.  R’s case relies entirely on the terms of the 

contracts.  R cites no authority in support of this courageous and novel proposition that 

a contract can oust the terms of section 27A LTA 85.  There is no evidence that any of 

the terms of the Countryside Contracts are actually binding on R.  Strikingly, there is no 

evidence of the contracts ever being novated to R, or that R otherwise became party to 

any of the Countryside Contracts.   

27) A’s case is that the terms on which R relies were penalties not enforceable at common 

law by Countryside. Cavendish Square Holding B.V. v. Makdessi [SA/73-191] states 
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the common law test for a penalty.  The test is whether “the impugned provision is a 

secondary obligation which imposes a detriment on the contract-breaker out of all 

proportion to any legitimate interest of the innocent party in the enforcement of the 

primary obligation.”  [SA/105]  In this case, the demand for four times the annual 

rental is plainly an unenforceable penalty.  It is for R to show those terms are 

enforceable.   

28) R offers a 25% discount for Countryside costs post-July 2020.  This is derived from a 

50% discount applied from 1 January 2022.  This 50% figure appears to have been 

plucked from thin-air by Mr. Williams [CB/3200].  The system remains on a rental and 

maintenance basis [CB/1927-8]. 

29) R also relies on events after 31 December 2020 to justify its decision to offer a 25% 

discount on the 2020 Countryside charges [CB/78-9] and [CB/811].  This is not 

evidence that should properly be taken into account by the Tribunal.  In any event, the 

evidence does not support R’s misleading case that continuing with Countryside is 

supported by a majority of leaseholders.  A observes as follows: 

a) The Countryside Contracts (apparently from 1 August 2020) required three 

months’ notice to terminate, to end on 31 December 2021 [CB/3211]; 

b) Replacing Countryside required a section 20 consultation.  FirstPort did not 

start that process until 31 August 2021 [CB/3212-13].  There was never 

sufficient time to complete the section 20 process and replace the system 

before 31 December 2021; 

c) In any event, FirstPort only ever served one of the three notices required under 

the section 20 regime [CB/3212-13]; 

d) Mr. Williams offers no evidence that a contract was ever actually signed with 

SCCI AlphaTrack.  Nor does Mr. Williams provide any evidence that notice 

was ever given to Countryside; 

e) On 24 November 2021, Mr. Williams wrote (twice) to leaseholders opening a 

so-called “ballot” on whether to replace Countryside [A/178-9].  The ballot 

offered the option of staying with Countryside or buying a new system with 

SCCI AlphaTrack [CB/3314]; 
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f) The ballot was conducted by e-mail, so was not secret.  There was also no firm 

timetable for casting votes [A/178-9]; 

g) Demands for payments on account of the 2022 service charge budget were 

sent on 3 December 2021 [A/180-84].  The 2022 budget was set on the basis 

that the Countryside contracts would be discounted by 50%, i.e. the very same 

issue subject to the ballot [A/180]; 

h) Mr. Williams made further calls for votes to be cast on 24 and 30 November 

2021 and 10 December 2021, finally announcing that the ballot would be 

closed on 17 December 2021 [A/185]; 

i) The result of the ballot was announced on 24 December 2021 at 5.13 p.m. 

[A/185].  Entirely unsurprisingly, the ballot produced the same result as that 

FirstPort has already adopted in the 2022 service charge budget: to stay with 

Countryside; and 

j) The ballot saw a turnout of 148 of 436 leaseholders, or 34%.  The result was 

78 in favour and 70 against, so 53% to 47%.  Only 18% of all leaseholders 

supported the proposal made by R, far from a majority claimed in R’s Scott 

Schedule [CB/78-9] and [CB/811]. 

30) It is unclear from R’s pleaded case and Scott Schedules whether R argues some sort of 

waiver or agreement in relation to the Countryside costs.  A will consider R’s skeleton 

and make further submissions as necessary. 

31) The parties are agreed that any reduction the Tribunal applies to the Door Entry 

Systems should apply to all of the other Countryside systems.  A invites the Tribunal to 

find one of two ways in respect of the Countryside Contracts: 

a) To reduce the costs of the Countryside Contracts by 82% in 2018, 81% in 

2019 and 93% in 2020 to bring them in line with the Canary Riverside costs 

(calculations set out at [CB/1905-7]); or 

b) In the alternative, to reduce the costs of the Door Entry Systems to £26,976 

(including VAT) in each year, being the level identified by R / Mr. Williams 

as the cost of running a like-for-like replacement Door Entry System provided 

by SCCI AlphaTrack [CB/3314].  This would reduce costs across the 

Countryside Contracts by 82% in 2018 and 81% in each of 2019 and 2020. 
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The Countryside Contracts: Section 20 issue 

Scott Schedule Items 2018/1, 4 and 6, 2019/2, 5 and 6 and 2020/4, 8 and 11.  A’s case at 

[CB/396-405] R’s case at [CB/270-1] R’s Reply at [CB/810-12] and A’s Sur-Reply at 

[CB/822-5]. 

32) As above, it is plain that R is not a party to the Countryside Contracts.  R claims that 

the Countryside Contracts were “varied” in 2020 to reduce the notice period from 6 

months to 3 months.  Since R is not a party, this “variation” can only take effect as a 

new contract binding on R.  It appears that this “variation” was by “communication” 

from Mr. Williams to Countryside on 1 August 2020 [CB/3162].  R has repeatedly 

been asked to disclose the new contractual terms with Countryside.  R has not done so. 

33) The original terms of the Countryside Contracts provided that they would continue for 

terms of 12 months with 6 months’ notice beginning 7 July 2020 [CB/3194].  R’s case 

is that new terms applied from 1 August 2020 (if at all).  The contract having rolled-

over for 12 months on 7 July 2020, it is unlikely Countryside agreed that it could end 

on 31 December 2020.  It is to be inferred that the first termination period under the 

new arrangement was 31 December 2021, a period of more than 16 months.  The 

annual cost per leaseholder under these new arrangements was an average £275 each.  

Per Corvan Properties v. Abdel-Mahmoud [CB/377-85 at 385], this would require a 

section 20 consultation. 

34) A’s primary case is that Tribunal should make one of the two reductions described at 

paragraph (31).  In the alternative, A asks to Tribunal to limit the costs of the 

Countryside Contracts to no more than £100 per leaseholder from 1 August 2020 

onward. 

Business and Leisure Centre Closure / Concierge changes in 2020 (approximate value in 

dispute £90,000) 

Scott Schedule Items 2020/1 and 2020/2.  A’s case at [CB/416-18] and [CB/827-8], R’s case 

at [CB/268-9] and [CB/814-15]. 

35) A’s case on this point concerns three inter-related issues, as follows: 

a) On 24 and 25 March 2020 R (FirstPort) unilaterally shut-down all on site 

services.  R identifies no legal obligation requiring it do so; 
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b) At several points in 2020, R (FirstPort) reduced the opening hours of the pool 

and gym by the equivalent of 1½ days per week.  R identifies no legal 

obligation requiring it do so; and 

c) From 24 March 2020 to date, R (FirstPort) has stopped the concierge accepting 

parcels. 

36) A contends that none of these three changes to service patterns are permissible under 

the terms of the lease.  In particular: 

a) By clause 4.1, having received the service charge R was obliged to perform the 

services [CB/49].  Furthermore, these services are described in the Estate 

Regulations [CB/2347-54].  Clause 5.6 of the lease provides that the Estate 

Regulations cannot be modified unless the change is for the “for the 

preservation of the amenities of the Development or for the general 

convenience of the occupiers of the Development” [CB/50].  

37) Mrs Miranda-Brown’s second witness statement shows that the changes to the parcel 

holding service have led to theft of parcels [CB/2355-60].  As such, the change has 

manifestly not been for the general convenience of residents, as required by the lease. 

38) It is well-established that where a landlord breaches a covenant such that there would 

be a claim for damages then these can be set-off against a claim for service charges 

(Continental Property Ventures v. White [CB/497-510 at 509]).  The effect of this is 

that a service charge that would otherwise be payable is reduced (or extinguished) to 

the extent of the set-off. 

39) Lastly, R describes A’s case on these points as “unattractive, unreasonable and 

unjustified” [CB/268].  This shabby attack is not well-founded, particularly being made 

by a legal team R wants to pay using leaseholder money.  Furthermore: 

a) R is a subsidiary of NatWest Group plc.  In the guise RBS, that group received 

a total of £45½ billion in two taxpayer bailouts in 2008-9.  R’s ultimate parent 

is still owned 45.97% by the taxpayer; 

b) The FirstPort / DriveTopCo group made a gross profit of £64 million in the 

year ending 31 December 2020.  FirstPort nevertheless retained £286,000 in 

furlough money paid by the taxpayer [A/141]; and 
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c) In the year to 31 March 2021, R’s solicitor generated an operating profit of 

£1.1 million.  Mr. and Mrs Leitch received a dividend of £500,000.  R’s 

solicitor nevertheless retained £444,871 in furlough money paid by the 

taxpayer.  In the same year, R’s solicitor also availed itself of a £1 million 

taxpayer-subsidised soft loan under the Coronavirus Business Interruption 

Loan Scheme [A/171-177]. 

40) In light of the fact that R has not delivered services in the manner described in the lease 

and the Estate Regulations, A asks the Tribunal to: 

a) Reduce the Business and Leisure Centre costs by 10% to reflect the 1½ day a 

week closure applied for most of 2020; and 

b) Reduce the concierge line item by 25% to reflect the unilateral withdrawal of 

the parcel service from 24 March 2020 onward. 

Insurance Commissions (approximate value in dispute £130,000) 

Scott Schedule Items 2018/3 and 11, 2019/4 and 20, 2020/7 and 18.  A’s case at [CB/405-10] 

and [CB/829-30], R’s case at [CB/265-6] and [CB/812-3].   

41) It is not disputed that Part 1 of the Sixth Schedule contains covenants on R to arrange 

insurance, as follows: 

a) Clause 5 of Sector 1 [CB/56]; 

b) Clause 4 of Sector 2 [CB/57]; 

c) Clause 3 of Sector 3 [CB/57] 

d) Clause 2 of Sector 4 [CB/58]; and 

e) Clause 7 of Sector 6 [CB/58-9]. 

42) Clauses 1 and 2 of Part II of the Sixth Schedule permit costs incurred in relation to the 

insuring covenants listed at (34) to be recovered [CB/59-60].   

43) A contends that these provisions limit any commission to work performed in relation to 

the covenants, which are to be construed narrowly (Gilje v. Charlgrove Securities) 

[SA/250].   

44) A argues the commissions in question are not reasonably incurred because they are not 

within the scope of the relevant covenants.  Alternatively, they are not reasonable in 

amount by reference to the service provided (if any).  Properly analysed, the 
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commissions appear in large part to be rebates for introducing business rather than 

payments for services. 

45) A is not in a position to say whether the total cost of any of the insurance is reasonably 

incurred.  All of the insurance arranged for the Estate is in the form of “block” policies.  

In order to obtain a like-for-like quotations, A would require access to extensive 

information about the Fund’s portfolio of buildings and claims experience.  A is plainly 

not in a position to obtain such information.  The same applies to insurance arranged by 

FirstPort / FPIS.  A’s case is therefore limited to the reasonableness of the commission 

elements in both cases. 

46) The Tribunal will be familiar with the law regarding insurance commissions, as 

follows: 

a) Williams v London Borough of Southwark [CB/368-75 at 373] provides that a 

commission may only be retained by a landlord in exchange for services of 

value; and 

b) It is well established that an agent receiving a secret commission holds it on 

trust for the principal (FHR European Ventures LLP and others v Cedar Capital 

[CB/236]).  In this case, the service charge fund is a trust fund held for the 

benefit of A.  None of the Fund, FHM or FPIS may earn commissions unless 

those commissions are both (a) disclosed fully and (b) in exchange for services 

of value. 

47) Although not binding, a different panel of this Tribunal considered R’s (FHM’s) 

building insurance block policy arrangements in 2018, at Warren House.  That panel 

decided neither R nor FHM had any entitlement to a large share of the commission 

charged [A/53-9].  Following that decision, R and FHM have reduced their commission 

at Warren House from 20 or 25% of gross premium to 5% in 2020.  FHM has further 

reduced commission at Warren House to 3.27% in 2021.  [SA/266 (para 50)].  FHM 

nevertheless maintains a right to 11% and 15% of gross premium in this case.  There 

can be no reason for such a discrepancy given the Estate and Warren House are both 

under R and both subject to the same block policy. 

48) A different panel of this Tribunal recently considered commissions payable to a non-

party of the lease under a block insurance policy at Canary Riverside, a neighbouring 
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development.  That panel found that the third party commissions payable to third 

parties were not incurred reasonably [SA/40-71].   

49) R consists of two dormant companies with no assets and no employees [A/65-80].  R 

performs no management role [A/36-37].  In practice, R’s function of arranging the 

building and terrorism insurance for the Estate is performed by FHM on behalf of the 

Fund [CB/2458]. FHM uses Arthur J. Gallagher (“AJG”) as its broker.  The diagram at 

Appendix 1 shows the relationship between R, the Fund, FHM and AJG in relation to 

buildings insurance. 

50) FirstPort also arranges other insurance for the Estate via FirstPort Insurance Services 

Limited (“FPIS”).  FPIS is in common ownership and control with FirstPort, both 

companies being ultimately owned by DriveTopCo [A/142].  FPIS also uses AJG as its 

broker, amongst others. 

51) In respect of both the FHM / Fund commissions and FPIS commissions, A contends 

that these are not payable or reasonably incurred because, properly analysed, they are 

rebates to FHM, the Fund and FPIS in exchange for introducing business to the 

insurers. These commissions are substantial.  Between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 2022 

the Fund earned £5.2 million from insurance commission [A/31].  

52) Between 2018 and 2020, the Fund received 85% of the buildings insurance 

commission, being £115,522.15, across the Estate (including the retail units).  Of this 

£114,290.86 related to the 436 flats [CB/2479-80].   

53) A contends that this commission was not reasonably incurred and is not in exchange for 

service of a reasonable standard because: 

a) FHM is not a party to the lease.  There is no dispute that FHM has no 

entitlement to any of the insurance commission except as permitted under the 

2016 Agreement.  Under the terms of the 2016 Agreement, FHM must pay 

over at least 85% of the commission received to the Fund; 

b) The Fund’s prospectus confirms that no work is done by the Fund in exchange 

for the commission.  Each version of the Fund’s prospectus that A can find 

between 2016 and  2021 consistently describes building insurance commission 

as profit for the Fund’s investors [A/81-101].   
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c) Indeed, the Fund’s 2016 Annual Report quoted an October 2015 article from 

The Times as follows: 

“…  Other money spinners for freeholders include charging management 

fees, charging leaseholders for making alterations, and receiving insurance 

commissions (in many cases the freeholder is responsible for arranging 

cover and can negotiate a kickback with an insurance company)…  

(emphasis added) [A/117];  

 

d) Strikingly, the most recent version of the Fund’s prospectus issued on 22 

November 2022 –after these proceedings began – has deleted the references 

referred to in (b).  A asked the Fund to explain why [A/30-32].  The Fund has 

not responded [A/33-37]; and 

e) The agreement between AJG and FHM under which FHM supposedly 

performs valuable work for all of the insurance commission is of dubious 

provenance.  It is marked “draft” and is unsigned and undated [CB/2481-97].  

The agreement appears to have been created in 2017 only because a different 

building under R – Warren House – brought a (successful) application 

challenging the commission under the same insurance.  In January 2018, Mr. 

Wardrop of AJG said he had no knowledge of any agreement with FHM 

[A/57]; 

f) The agreement between AJG and FHM can only be understood in the context 

of a document the Tribunal has not seen: the 2016 Agreement.  The 2016 

Agreement is the only legal basis on which FHM is entitled to receive any 

money in respect of the Estate. 

g) AJG has been asked if the agreement purportedly in place between FHM and 

AJG is in force [A/2-4].  It is curious that AJG declines to confirm whether the 

agreement is in force at all [A/5-7]; 

h) It is apparent FHM has not performed the services it claims to perform in 

relation to claims handling.  The evidence of both Mr. Atkinson [CB/2365-

2420] and Mr. Chang [CB/2166-99] – 3 years apart – shows that FHM did 

nothing in relation to their claims on the building insurance.  Mr. Atkinson’s 
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and Mr. Chang’s evidence also shows R’s broker never sought to involve 

FHM in either of their claims [CB/2172-82] and [CB/2401];  

i) It follows from (a) to (d) above that none of the commission received by the 

Fund is related to any work that could be charged to leaseholders under the 

insuring covenants in the lease (summarised at (41)(a) to (41)(e)); and 

j) In respect of the £25 per certificate AJG administration fee, it is evident that 

under clause 9.1 of the alleged agreement between FHM and AJG (at 

[CB/2487]) that the broker is remunerated from commission to provide 

certificates.  The fact that AJG is charging these fees in breach of the alleged 

agreement also lends support to the fact that AJG does not consider itself 

bound by those terms. 

54) The second part of A’s case concerns insurance commissions earned by FPIS.  This 

commission is earned on block policies in relation the Estate grounds and various plant 

and machinery insurance [CB/2625-28].   

55) R (FPIS) admits that it has charged for work it has not done, namely handling insurance 

claims [CB/2611 (paragraph 24)].  A submits that FPIS should receive a reduced 

commission reflective of the work actually performed for the following reasons: 

a) Ms Amies’ evidence that FPIS does anything other than arrange the insurance 

policies is contradicted by the notes to the financial statements of FPIS.  The 

FPIS financial statements say: 

Commissions earned on the placing of insurance products on behalf of third 

parties are recognised when the Company has completed its services under 

the arrangements which is the inception date of the underlying insurance 

policy. Any commission adjustments for additional and return premiums are 

recognised as they occur. [A/156] (emphasis added) 

b) The same FPIS financial statements show that FPIS has earned operating profit 

margins of not less than 52% and as high as 70% [A/148]; 

c) The same financial statements show that FPIS has lent all virtually all of the 

profits it has made to other FirstPort companies, unsecured and interest-free, to 

the tune of £13 million by 31 December 2020 [A/152]; 
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d) Ms Amies’ witness statement identifies no written agreement between FPIS 

and FirstPort documenting its retainer as broker, or entitling FPIS to charge 

any commission; 

e) FirstPort’s Management Agreement does not mention FirstPort’s ability to 

make separate charges for insurance.  Clause 5.2 of the agreement requires R 

to authorise any charges for additional services in writing in advance 

[CB/3384-93 at 3389].  Ms Amies offers no evidence of any such written 

authorisation in respect of FPIS; 

f) Ms Amies’ evidence is also contradictory on its face.  Ms Amies claims that 

the commission charged covers the cost of organising any in-year revaluation 

[CB/2608].  FPIS nevertheless charged a fresh, separate commission when 

revaluation occurred in 2019-20 [CB/2628]. 

56) Lastly, there has been material non-compliance by R (FirstPort and FHM) with the 

Tribunal’s directions for disclosure dated 29 September 2021.  Paragraph 2 of those 

directions stated that R was to give disclosure of “all demands for payment and details 

of any payments made as well as details of all fees and commissions paid and 

charged.” [CB/215]. 

57) The direction plainly envisages that disclosure would be given in relation to all 

commission paid.  All that R has disclosed is the commission of which FirstPort and 

FHM is aware.  Not all of the income accruing to the brokers (AJG and others) has 

been disclosed (compare [CB/2157-60] with [CB/2479-80]).  AJG declines to say how 

much it has earned from the insurance policies in total, citing client confidentiality 

[A/5-7].  It is to be inferred the same is true in respect of the other brokers. 

58) The failure to comply with the disclosure directions has been raised with R’s solicitors 

[A/8-21].  This is correspondence R refused to include in the bundles it filed on 30 

December 2022.  It is to be inferred from the lack of a response to A’s Second Letter 

dated 6 December 2022 that R’s solicitor has at least some of this additional 

information in its possession [A/27-29].   

59) The Fund has also been asked to obtain disclosure of the full broker commissions 

[A/30-32].  The Fund has not replied substantively [A/33], instead seeking to delay a 

response until after the hearing starts on 16 January [A/34-35].   

60) In the absence of disclosure from R and R’s agents: 
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a) it is to be inferred that AJG and the other brokers receive at least as much in 

commission as the Fund, FHM and FPIS on the policies they arrange; and 

b) the total remuneration earned on the insurance, the percentages given in the 

witness statements of Ms Amies and Mr. Currell are unreliable and 

misleading.   

61) In relation to insurance commissions, A asks the Tribunal to: 

a) Reduce the commission payable to FHM in respect of the buildings insurance 

for the flats in the period 2018 to 2020 from £114,290.86 to £17,143.63, 

eliminating the 85% share paid to the Fund; and 

b) In respect of FPIS, to limit the commission to no more than 10% of the cost of 

the policy excluding commissions. 

FirstPort Response Commissions (value in dispute c. £20,000) 

Scott Schedule Items 2018/5, 2019/3 and 19 and 2020/10.  

62) These commissions are charged whenever FirstPort Response provides temporary or 

permanent staff to FirstPort.  It is not disputed that FirstPort Response has handled 

100% of the permanent recruitment and 90% or more of the temporary recruitment at 

the Estate in the period 2018 to 2020 [CB/2202-3]. 

63) Many of the points made above in relation to FPIS’s insurance commission apply 

equally to the commissions earned by FirstPort Response for providing temporary staff.  

In particular: 

a) There is no written agreement between FirstPort and FirstPort Response – or 

any terms and conditions – governing the service provided; and 

b) As with the FPIS insurance commission, FirstPort has charged fees that are 

well above those of any comparable provider, carrying high profit margins for 

itself. 

64) A’s case is that the commission are not reasonably incurred by reference to the standard 

of service provided.  A asks the Tribunal to reduce the commissions to the level 

charged by PMR, as indicated in the Scott Schedules. 
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Mr. Atkinson’s case (approximate value in dispute £29,000) 

Scott Schedule Items [2018/8 and 2019/11, 18 and 22].   

65) These items concern litigation between R and Mr. Atkinson.  R failed in its defence.  

Nevertheless, in 2018 and 2019 R (FirstPort) put through the service charge: 

a) £4,780 of costs and damages it was ordered to pay to Mr. Atkinson for breach 

of the lease and disability discrimination [CB/267-8]; 

b) £8,625.75 of its own costs, despite the County Court making a costs order 

against R [CB/2407-10];  

c) £15,506.50 R agreed to pay Mr. Atkinson in cash or in lieu of damages as part 

of a settlement agreement [CB/] and to avoid a further hearing [CB/2379-

2406] 

66) It is, of course, long-established that legal costs are not recoverable if a costs order has 

been made against the landlord, regardless of whether a section 20C order is made 

(Iperion and Holding & Management). 

67) R has conceded all except £5,028 of these costs.  None of these concessions are not 

accepted by A.  The Tribunal is invited to decide these issues against R. 

68) As to remaining £5,028, Mr. Atkinson’s counter-claim is was plainly tried as claim for 

damages for disrepair and resulted in an order for damages against R [CB/2405-6].  R 

nevertheless still attempts to claim that it can put the cost of the repair through the 

service charge, including against Mr. Atkinson.   

69) R’s defence in these proceedings is an attempt by R to re-litigate what has already been 

decided against R.  The County Court’s decision on these costs is res judicata.  R’s 

defence is an abuse of process.  (Virgin Atlantic Airways Limited v. Zodiac Seats) 

[CB/838-875 at 862]. 

70) As explained at paragraph (38) above, it is well-established that a service charge is not 

payable when the tenant can raise a defence of set-off for damages for disrepair 

(Continental).  In this case, Mr. Atkinson had to bring a claim for damages for disrepair 

to get the works done.  The works were done as part of a settlement of that claim 

[CB/2373-75]. 

71) A asks the Tribunal to find that the sum of £5,028 charged in respect of Mr. Atkinson’s 

flat is not payable pursuant to Continental. 
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Survey Fees (value in dispute £6,393) 

Scott Schedule Items 2020/13 and 21.  A’s case in Scott Schedules, R’s case at [CB/271].  

A’s evidence at [CB/1200-6].  R’s evidence at [CB/3006-3150] 

72) These fees were charged in 2020 as part of preparations to apply for the Building Safety 

Fund (“BSF”), with which the Tribunal will be familiar.  These additional fees are 

charged in addition to the c. £24,927.89 in fees billed between 2018 and 2020 in respect 

of building safety.  FirstPort received £5,111.39 of fees in 2018 and 2019, as to which 

A has withdrawn its objection. 

73) The quality of Mr. Schweir’s work on these reports is not of a reasonable standard.  In 

particular, he described Hamilton House – a building he admits to having seen with his 

own eyes – as eight storeys tall when it is actually only five.  There are other errors 

with the reports, all of which are copied and pasted.   

74) As a result of Mr. Schweir’s poor quality work, the BSF challenged FirstPort engaged 

Podium Surveying LLP to measure 5 of the 9 buildings on the Estate [CB/].  Podium’s 

fee per block was £766, more than twice the price charged by FirstPort.  It is for R to 

justify this price differential. 

75) Had Mr. Schweir performed his work to a reasonable standard, the additional expense 

of the Podium survey would not have been incurred in respect of 3 of the 6 buildings 

surveyed, because they would have been identified (correctly) as being too short to 

qualify for the Building Safety Fund.   

76) R concedes these charges have been recorded on the incorrect schedule.  The Tribunal 

is asked to: 

a) Disallow the £228 fees charged in respect of Dominion, Enterprise, Hamilton 

and Jupiter; and 

b) Allow only 50% of the cost of the Podium Surveying LLP report to be charged 

only as block costs. 

Accounting Charges and Audit Fees (value in dispute roughly £14,000) 

Scott Schedule Items [2018/7 and 10, 2019/9 and 16, 2020/12 and 16].   

77) The Tribunal will note that R claims the RICS Code on Residential Service Charge 

Management [CB/90, CB/2920-21] does not apply to FirstPort.  That is plainly wrong.  

The RICS Code is a statutory code practice made under section 87 of the Leasehold 
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Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993 [A/197].  The RICS Code applies 

to all residential managing agents. 

78) It is surprising R has taken such a plainly wrong and dishonest point, particularly given 

the following matters known to FirstPort before it prepared its first statement of case: 

a) FirstPort is contractually obliged to follow the RICS Code [CB/3384-3393]; 

b) An interview with Nigel Howell – Chief Executive of FirstPort – in Property 

Week claimed FirstPort follows the RICS Code [A/160-64]; and 

c) FirstPort’s own guide says it follows the RICS Code [A/165-8]. 

79) A’s case is that the accounting charges are not reasonably incurred because the 

accounts have not been prepared to a reasonable standard.  In particular: 

a) They do not comply with the RICS Code because they have omitted the 

amounts of insurance commission earned by FPIS; 

b) They do not contain certificates as to the number of properties and car park 

spaces as at 31 December each year, as required by the lease; and 

c) They do not make clear that there has been a long-running error in the 

collection of service charges. 

80) It is plain the lease requires annual certificates of the number of properties and car 

parking spaces.  The definition “Lessee’s Proportion” – essential to the operation of the 

service charge machinery – does not work without the numbers provided on those 

certificates [CB/825-6] 

81) R’s case on waiver is also pleaded contrary to deeds of variation signed over many 

years in which R has maintained that all provisions of the lease, including these 

certification provisions, remain in full force and effect [CB/958-1124], summarised in 

the table at [CB/834-6].   

82) A notes that 3 of the deeds of variation in question are documents which R’s solicitor 

either drafted [CB/1108-24] and / or had in its possession [CB/1096-1102] when the 

waiver / estoppel defence was pleaded.  In these circumstances, it is improper for R’s 

legal team to continue with both R’s construction argument and / or the argument over 

waiver.  A will make any further submissions as necessary. 
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83) The same applies to the audit fees.  BDO has failed to spot obvious errors in FirstPort’s 

accounting.  In particular, BDO’s audit has failed to detect a 20-plus years long failure 

to make service charge demands in accordance with the lease, or that certificates are 

missing from the accounts. 

84) A asks the Tribunal to reduce the accounting fees and audit fees by 50% in each of 

2018, 2019 and 2020 to reflect the poor standard of service. 

Management Fees (approximate value in dispute £88,000) 

Scott Schedule Items 2018/2, 2019/1 and 2020/3.  

85) Unsurprisingly, given the matters summarised above, A’s case is that the site is badly 

managed.  Many of the issues listed above are in direct consequence of FirstPort’s 

mismanagement of the Estate.  A emphasises: 

a) For a period of 20-plus years, FirstPort failed to raise valid service charge 

demands.  In the period 2018-20 collecting approximately £18,000 to which it 

was not entitled; 

b) It is evident that no-one at FirstPort checks service charge demands accord 

with the terms of the lease before they are sent; 

c) FirstPort cannot find copies of live contracts with Countryside relating to up to 

11% of annual expenditure, evidently because it has lost them; 

d) Mr. Williams in (at least) 5 years between taking up his post and the 

Countryside Contracts expiring made no attempt to check when the 

Countryside Contracts were expiring, 

e) None of FirstPort’s more senior managers – including those still within the 

organisation who have chosen not to appear to give evidence – took any steps 

to supervise Mr. Williams in relation to Countryside, or to address the ; 

86) Kullar v. Kingsoak is that authority that the Tribunal has jurisdiction to apply a 

percentage reduction to management fees in cases of poor management [CB/736-70]. 

87) If the Tribunal is minded to allow any of A’s challenges under section 27A, this 

involves direct criticism of management decisions made by FirstPort.   
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88) A therefore asks the Tribunal to consider reducing FirstPort’s management fees.  In 

light of the matters set out above, A’s suggested reductions are 15% in each of 2018 

and 2019 

Other Items in dispute  

89) The other items in dispute are the replacement of two fire doors, the cost of parts used 

in the replacement of external door handles.  A’s argument is that the costs incurred are 

unreasonable by reference to the standard of work. 

Rule 10 Application 

90) This is an application under Rule 10 to admit those new Applicants added since 14 

December 2021.  Rule 14 Notices have either been sent directly to the Respondent’s 

solicitors or are included in the short bundle accompanying the skeleton. 

Section 20C Application 

91) A’s case on its section 20C application is set out at [CB/426-433].  A will make further 

submissions at the end of the hearing, as necessary. 

LIAM SPENDER 

11 January 2023 
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Appendix 1:  Diagram showing beneficial ownership in the St. David’s Square Estate Freehold / Insurance Commission Flow 

Blue ovals are beneficial owners.  Yellow triangles are agents.  Orange boxes are legal owners / parties to the lease. 

The diagram is simplified.  Not all intermediate parties are shown. 

 

 

85% of the SDS insurance 
commission 
(£115,522.15) between 
2018-20.   

Roughly £5.2 million total 
commission 2016-22 

90% of ground rent 
(subject to set-off against 
insurance commission) 

ARC TIME FREEHOLD INCOME FUND 
(Fund Manager: Alpha Real Capital LLP) 
Owns beneficial interest in SDS freehold 

F.I.T. NOMINEE LIMITED 
F.I.T NOMINEE 2 LIMITED 
(Legal Owners / Trustee / 

Custodian) 

Respondent 

NATWEST GROUP PLC / 
NATWEST TRUSTEE AND DEPOSITARY 

SERVICES 
(owns beneficial interest in F.I.T 

Companies) 

436 LONG LEASEHOLDERS 
OF FLATS IN 9 BLOCKS 

(including Applicants) 

FREEHOLD 
MANAGERS PLC 

(PROPERTY 
MANAGER) 

Average of £1.4 million a 
year in management and 
other fees, 2018-20 

10% of ground rent, 
subject to set-offs against 
other fees 

Roughly £2 to £3 million a year from 
permission fees, sale packs, late payment 
fees, survey fees and other fees charged for 
“landlord functions”. 


